Data Sheet

Qlik NPrinting™
Spread Knowledge and Insight
Qlik NPrinting is a next-generation reporting and distribution solution for Qlik Sense® and QlikView®,
helping spread knowledge and insight across the organization and beyond. Qlik NPrinting offers reporting
in widely adopted, portable formats such as Microsoft Office and pixel perfect .PDF, using data and
analytics from Qlik Sense and QlikView. It ensures that the right reports get to the right people, how and
when they need them, through centralized distribution and a new online subscription hub for user selfservice. And, with multi-threaded, multi-engine scalability and role-based security, Qlik NPrinting offers
enhanced support for large enterprise deployments.
With Qlik NPrinting, Qlik can serve as a single solution for both interactive analytics and reporting,
allowing organizations to retire legacy BI systems and encourage recipients to adopt interactive analytics
to see the whole story in their data.
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Create Great Looking Reports Fast
Qlik NPrinting™ allows users to develop great looking reports using data and analytics
from Qlik Sense® and QlikView®. Reports can be created in a variety of popular formats
such as Microsoft Office (PowerPoint, Excel, and Word), highly polished pixel perfect
reports, and HTML reports for web publication. Report development is straightforward
and powerful, with drag-and-drop simplicity, built-in report editors, and advanced pixelperfect formatting, banding, and scripting. Qlik Sense and QlikView analytics from
multiple apps can be combined into a single report. And with a new, web based client,
organizations can effectively manage and secure multi-developer environments.

The Right Reports for the Right People
Qlik NPrinting ensures that the right reports get to the right people, how and when they
need them. Reports can be centrally scheduled or run conditionally, generated with
filtered information customized to the user, and delivered through a variety of channels
including email, save to disk, and web. The new “newstand” portal allows users to
search for and browse reports, view past versions (archives), and set up delivery
schedules in a secure, self-service environment. And, organizations can now distribute
reports directly to the Qlik Sense hub, offering users a single point of access for all their
analytics and reporting needs.

Collaborative Analytics for the Enterprise
Qlik NPrinting features multi-threaded, multi-engine scalability and role-based security
that supports the demands of large enterprises. The new NPrinting engine is multithreaded, and supports clustering, allowing a number of engines to run in parallel,
improving scalability and reliability for large volume deployments. Role-based security
allows administrators to control and manage access to development and reporting
features at a granular level, and a new web-based user interface supports multideveloper environments.
With Qlik NPrinting, Qlik can serve as a single solution for both interactive analytics and
reporting. The same data models can be used for both purposes, allowing
organizations to retire legacy BI systems and save significant costs. And, organizations
can include links to live analytics apps in report distributions, encouraging passive
consumers to adopt interactive analytics to explore their data further. Confidence is
improved, complexity is reduced, and more people can see the whole story that lives
within their data.

About Qlik®
Qlik (NASDAQ: QLIK) is a leader in visual analytics. Its portfolio of products meets customers’ growing needs from reporting and
self-service visual analysis to guided, embedded and custom analytics. Approximately 37,000 customers rely on Qlik solutions to
gain meaning out of information from varied sources, exploring the hidden relationships within data that lead to insights that ignite
good ideas. Headquartered in Radnor, Pennsylvania, Qlik has offices around the world with more than 1700 partners covering more
than 100 countries.
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